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Introduction
Welcome to the 34th
edition of the Deloitte
South Island Index.
In this edition we reflect on
the performance of South
Island listed companies
during the most recent
quarter and review the
past year to 30 June 2016.
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The Deloitte South Island Index continues
to set new highs as it seemly settles into a
pattern of solid performances and taking
advantage of golden opportunities as they
are discovered. Several companies had an
outstanding twelve months with significant
activities resulting in large gains in one or
two of the quarters. Overall the Deloitte
South Island Index exceeded its result
from the previous year to 30 June, gaining
$3,771.7 million (26.0%) to the year ended
30 June 2016, and increased a respectable
3.8% in the most recent quarter.
Movements in June 2016
The month of June resulted in a reduction
of the Deloitte South Island Index dropping
by 1.5%. Over the same period excepting
the Dow Jones diminutive gain of 0.8%,
the other indices tracked also had minor
declines, with the S&P/NZX 50 Capital
Index dipping 2.3% and the ASX All Ords
decreasing 2.5%.

Quarterly movements – Q2 2016
The Deloitte South Island Index increased
by $667.4 million (3.8%) in market
capitalisation for the second quarter
of 2016. This result was shaped by the
positive result in the Property and Other
sectors which grew by $551.0 million and
$154.8 million respectively.
Annual movements –
June 2015 to June 2016
The Deloitte South Island Index gained
an incredible $3,771.7 million (26.0%)
during the year to 30 June 2016 – its
largest increase for any 12 month period
in the past two years. Comparatively, it
outperformed the other indices tracked
with the closest in performance being the
growth by the S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index
of 15.3%, while the Dow Jones’ gained 1.8%
and the ASX All Ords declined by 2.6%.
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Executive Summary
The Deloitte South Island Index had a solid performance
over the past twelve months to 30 June 2016 showing
yet again a vein of gold among rocky markets.
Over the year the number of companies in
the Index decreased by two to 29, after the
following movements:
•• The delisting of mining company Bathurst
Resources from the NZX in July 2015 after
a turbulent few years;
•• The removal from the Index of NZ
Windfarms Limited as they moved their
head office north out of Christchurch
closer to their assets in the North Island;
•• The removal of NPT Limited as their
South Island property holdings
decreased as a proportion of their total
operations; and
•• The listing of Marlborough Wine
Estates Group as one of the first
participants of the NZX’s NXT
market at the end of June 2016.
Year to 30 June 2016
The key points for the year to 30 June 2016
include:
•• The Deloitte South Island Index increased
by $3,771.7 million (26.0%). The individual
results show that 22 (76%) of the 29
companies in the Index grew during the
past 12 months. In comparison to the
S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index and indices of
New Zealand’s major trading partners, the
Deloitte South Island Index’s gain of 26.0%
significantly outpaced all other indices
tracked. Over the same twelve months,
the S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index achieved
growth of 15.3%, the Dow Jones 1.8%, and
the ASX All Ords dropped by 2.6%.
•• Six of the seven sectors achieved growth
in their market capitalisations over the
year to 30 June 2016. The Manufacturing

& Distribution sector led the way with
an increase of 54.2% while the Energy &
Mining sector topped the table in terms
of dollars growth gaining $1,219.5 million.
•• The three largest companies in the Index,
all with market capitalisation greater than
$1.0 billion, collectively grew 25.8% over
the twelve months to 30 June 2016.
•• The top five contributors to the overall
growth in dollar terms were Meridian
Energy ($1,217.4 million), EBOS Group
($931.0 million), Ryman Healthcare
($705.0 million), Skyline Enterprises
($323.5 million) and Scales Corporation
($174.7 million).
Quarter to 30 June 2016
Key points for the second quarter of 2016
include:
•• The Deloitte South Island Index increased
by $667.4 million (3.8%) during the
quarter to 30 June 2016. In comparison,
over the same period, the ASX All Ords
achieved a solid result gaining 3.1%,
meanwhile the S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index
and the Dow Jones experienced growth
of 1.5% and 1.4% respectively.

were pulled down due to one significant
company in each of the respective sectors
experiencing a decline for the quarter.
•• In percentage terms the solid quarter
can be attribute to the small to medium
sized members of on the Index as the
Top Three companies collectively grew
by $401.3 million (3.0%), supported by
the remaining 26 companies collectively
increasing by $266.1 million (6.5%). The
smallest ten companies on the Index
grew by 11.8%.

The Deloitte South
Island Index increased by
$3,771.7 million (26.0%).
The individual results
show that 22 (76%) of
the 29 companies in
the Index grew during
the past 12 months.

•• The top performers in the quarter
include Ryman Healthcare (up $490.0
million), Skyline Enterprises (up $183.9
million), Scott Technology (up $65.0
million), Arvida Group (up $61.0 million)
and Meridian Energy (up $38.4 million).
•• Four of the seven sectors posted positive
movement in the quarter to 30 June 2016
– being Property (up 12.4%), Other (up
11.2%), Primary (up 3.0%), and Energy &
Mining (up 0.6%). The other three sectors
2
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Looking back
Overview
Performance of Deloitte South Island Index vs Major Indices
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)
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The South Island Index has been produced
To illustrate this clearly we have provided
Deloitte South Island Index
quarterly
since
March
2008.
It
has
followed
additional
analysis for these companies in
Movement of top three companies (past three
years)
the movement in market capitalisation
the Top Three section.
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December
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the
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no other index tracked achieved anything
3.50
by 174.5%, with the majority of the gain
on par with the Index’s performance since
3.00
being from the exceptional performance
its inception, with the Dow Jones being
over2.50
the past three years from June 2013
the closest challenger achieving growth
to June
of 43.9%. The S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index
2.00 2016. A lot of this growth can be
attributed
to
the
performance
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the
increased 6.7% over the same period in
1.50
largest three companies on the Index.
terms of market capitalisation – the first

time that it has exceeded its December
2006 level since September 2007.
Meanwhile the ASX All Ords battles its way
upward since its low point in February
2009, having recovered to its December
2006 starting point last year, however its
results in the past twelve months dropped
it back down again to be 5.9% below
the base period of December 2006.
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The Top Three
Deloitte South Island Index
Movement of top three companies (past three years)
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The three largest companies in the
Deloitte South Island Index, being Ryman
Healthcare, Meridian Energy and EBOS
Group, provide the Index with significant
weight. This is comparable to the NZX
where the 10 largest companies account
for over half the size of the NZX.
Over the past three years all of the top
three companies on the Deloitte South
Island Index have had significant gains with
Meridian Energy up $4.2 billion (163.5%)
since listing in October 2013, EBOS Group
gaining $1.8 billion (293.4%) and Ryman
Healthcare increasing by $1.5 billion (46.5%)
in market capitalisation over the period. In
comparison, the remainder of the Index
grew by $1.2 billion (37.6%).
The considerable difference in the
performance of the largest companies on
the Index compared to the remainder of the
companies is understandable as investors
tend to flock to substantial companies in
times of uncertainty, as in the current case
where markets face ongoing volatility. It
could also be speculated that there is a lack
of information and analysis of smaller listed
companies leading to investors not wanting
to take unknown risks on those stocks
resulting in lower frequency of trades and
demand for the shares.

Meridian Energy has had the greatest
increase of the Top Three companies in the
past twelve months, gaining $1,217.4 million
(22.0%) after its share price appreciated
by $0.475 to $2.635. Meridian Energy’s
share price had a superb summer with
the company’s market capitalisation
increasing by 13.8% and 9.6% in the
December 2015 and March 2016 quarters
respectively. During that period the
company announced that its wholly owned
subsidiary Powershop had entered into a
franchise licence agreement with UK based
RWE npower to take its successful utility
customer service platform and distinctive
consumer brand to the UK. The summer
results were sandwiched between a poor
September 2015 quarter where Meridian
Energy’s share price dropped 2.8%, and
a flat 0.6% in the most recent quarter.

Over the past three
years all of the top three
companies on the Deloitte
South Island Index have
had significant gains with
Meridian Energy up $4.2
billion (163.5%) since
listing in October 2013,
EBOS Group gaining $1.8
billion (293.4%) and Ryman
Healthcare increasing
by $1.5 billion (46.5%) in
market capitalisation over
the period.
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Deloitte South Island Index
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In percentage terms EBOS Group was
the best performer of the Top Three
with a growth rate of 60.3%, equating to
an increase in market capitalisation of
$931.0 million. EBOS Group almost had
the perfect year with growth in each of
the first three quarters, but experienced
a minor fall in the June 2016 quarter. The
healthcare and animal care products
company announced in August 2015 that
its revenues for the year to 30 June 2015
exceeded the $6 billion mark for the first
time and that its net profit after tax result
increased from the prior year by 15.1%
to $105.9 million. While in the December
2015 quarter EBOS Group announced
that it had entered into an agreement to
acquire a leading New Zealand natural
health products business, Red Seal for
NZ$80 million substantially bolstering
EBOS Group’s existing position in the
healthcare consumer products market.
Ryman Healthcare also had a solid overall
performance for the twelve months to
30 June 2016, growing by $705.0 million
(17.8%). While the company’s share price
jumped around from quarter to quarter,
the positives were significantly greater
than the losses. During the past year
the company announced the purchase
of a new site in Hamilton and its third
retirement village site in Melbourne’s
eastern suburbs. The ongoing acquisition
of sites is part of the company’s plan to
increase its resident numbers by 70% in
the next five years.
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Growth in Market Capitalisation
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Balance of the Index
Over the past twelve months, outside
of the top three, the companies on the
(12.6)% South Island Index had a satisfying
Deloitte
year with 19 of the companies achieving
gains in market capitalisation,
6 decreasing
(9.8)%
and 1 company remaining at its 30 June
2015 level. The outstanding performer on
the Deloitte South Island Index over the
past 12 months was Skyline Enterprises
with an exceptional increase of $323.5
million (73.1%) in market capitalisation. The
company, listed on the Unlisted exchange,
was a star performer throughout the
twelve month period making gains in all
four quarters, with the greatest gain in the
($50)
($45)
($40)
($35)
($30)
($25)
($20)
most recent quarter.
$ million

Skyline Enterprises was the fifth largest
company on the Deloitte South Island
Index as at 30 June 2015 and surpassed
Heartland Bank in the March 2016 quarter
to take fourth place in the Index. If the
company achieves similar growth over the
next twelve months it will have a market
capitalisation greater than $1.0 billion.

Scales Corporation also had a great year
with the company growing by $174.7 million
(72.7%) in the twelve months to 30 June
2016 with solid growth in the first three
quarters of the period, only to experience
a decline of 4.8% in the June 2016 quarter.

The company released its annual results
to 31 December 2015 in February 2016,
announcing that its NPAT for the twelve
months to 31 December 2015
of $38.9
Kathmandu
Holdings
million was 87% above the IPO forecast
and 112% greater than the PGG
prior
year’s
Wrightson
results. Also during the year the company
announced
its subsidiary
(3.1)%the opening of Skellerup
Holdings
Polarcold’s new coldstore facility on Ports
of Auckland’s
South Auckland
BlueFreight
Sky MeatsHub.
(27.8)%
Arvida Group was
another Windﬂow
top performer
Technology
(51.1)%
for the year to 30 June 2016 increasing
every quarter, gaining
$128.1
million (64.8%)
Aorere Resources
(28.5)%
in market capitalisation. The company
issued additional shares during the year
($15)
($10)
($5)
$0
under a share purchase plan to part fund
the acquisition of Aria Gardens Limited and
Epsom Brown Holdings Limited. The share
issuance occurred following the company
announcing completion of the settlement
process for the acquisition of Aria Bay, Aria
Park and Aria Gardens (collectively, “Aria
Villages”) for approximately $62 million.
Arvida Group also held its inaugural AGM,
since its listing on the NZX in late 2014,
where Board Chairman Peter Wilson
stated, “we were pleased to be able to meet
and exceed our forecast performance for
the period to March 2015 and to provide
guidance that we were on track to meet our
prospective financial performance target
for the 2015/2016 year.”

Perhaps surprisingly, given the market’s
focus on decreasing international milk
prices, Dunsandel based Synlait Milk
had a solid twelve months as it grew
$127.3 million (36.1%) with its share price
increasing by $0.87 to $3.28 per share as
at 30 June 2016. At the company’s AGM in
December, Synlait Milk’s Chairman, Graeme
Milne reminded shareholders that, “It’s
important to understand our profitability
is not directly affected by international
dairy prices. It impacts our revenue, but
the value we create by differentiating
milk inside the farm gate and throughout
the manufacturing process creates a
margin for our business that is essentially
independent of the global pricing of
commodities.” In the most recent quarter
the company announced its forecast milk
price for the 2016/2017 season to be $4.50
kgMS and will carry a higher than usual
advance rate for milk suppliers.
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Declines in Market Capitalisation
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The Deloitte South Island Index had a
solid year during the twelve months
to 30 June 2016 with only six of the 29
companies experiencing a decline in
market capitalisation. Kathmandu Holdings
suffered the worst dropping $44.3 million
(12.6%) over the period. The company’s
share price was affected in the September
2015 quarter by the on-going takeover
bid by Briscoe Group, and a sell down
following removal from the S&P/ASX 200
Index as investors shadowing the ASX 200
rebalanced their holdings.
Primary sector participant PGG Wrightson
had a topsy-turvy twelve months as its
share price fluctuated from quarter to
quarter, ending the year to 30 June 2016
down $34.0 million (9.8%). In the most
recent quarter the company announced it
expects its full year Operating EBITDA to
be in the $65 to $68 million range, up from
the previous guidance of $61 to $67 million
indicated in April. Chief Executive Mark
Dewdney said, “Our New Zealand earnings
continue to exceed expectations. A strong
autumn sales season in New Zealand
underpins this earnings performance, and
shows the resilience of PGW in spite of the
challenging conditions being experienced
in some agri-sectors.”

7

Skellerup Holdings also suffered during
the twelve months to 30 June 2016, only
achieving one positive quarter during the
period, declining over the year by $7.7
million (3.1%) in market capitalisation. In
February 2016 the company released its
half year results to 31 December 2015, with
the company announcing revenue for the
six months of $107.5 million, an increase
of 9.0% on the corresponding period the
previous year. However, the company’s
NPAT of $9.6 million was a decrease of
0.9% compared to the same period the
year before. At the time Chairman Sir
Selwyn Cushing said Skellerup Holdings’
results represented a solid performance
in what remained a difficult market.
The challenging market was highlighted in
the recent quarter as Skellerup Holdings
announced an update to its forecasted
NPAT of $20 million to $21 million to
the end of June 2016, compared with
a forecast of $24 million to $26 million
made in October 2015. The company cited
the continuing lower international milk,
oil and gas prices as having caused the
reduction in forecast earnings for the year.

The Deloitte South Island
Index had a solid year
during the twelve months
to 30 June 2016 with only
six of the 29 companies
experiencing a decline in
market capitalisation.
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The Quarter to
30 June 2016
The Top Three
Over the most recent quarter, Ryman
Healthcare was the Deloitte South
Island Index’s best performer in terms
of increased market capitalisation with
the company gaining $490.0 million (up
11.7%) for the quarter. During the quarter
Ryman Healthcare released its full year
results, announcing a record underlying
profit of $157.7 million on account of strong
demand for new villages in Melbourne
and Auckland. Valuation gains lifted the
reported profit after tax to $305.4 million.
Chairman David Kerr said “good profits
and cash flows mean we have been able to
invest $369 million back into the business.
The team built a record 900 units and
beds during the year and completed our
Weary Dunlop and Bruce McLaren villages
in Melbourne and Auckland.” Ryman
Healthcare has added to its landbank and
expects to start work on new villages at
Burwood East Melbourne and River Road
in Hamilton which is predicted to provide
enough new sites to cover more than four
years growth.
Meridian Energy had a positive quarter
with a 0.6% gain in share price of $0.02 to
$2.64. This equated to an increase in market
capitalisation of $38.4 million. These results
are less favorable than the March 2016
quarter as retail sales volumes in June 2016
decreased as a result of lower corporate
sales volumes and warmer temperatures.
Conversely EBOS Group experienced a
moderate 4.9% drop in its share price
of $0.84 to $16.36. This equated to a
decrease in market capitalisation of $127.1
million, the Index’s largest reduction for
the quarter. This is off the back of a record
share price as at 31 March 2016 and
significant growth between the June 2015
and March 2015 quarters.
9

Balance of the Index
Growth in Market Capitalisation
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Arvida Group achieved a positive result
in the quarter to 31 June 2016, growing
$61.0 million (23%) in market capitalisation.
During the quarter Arvida Group released
its full year results for the year ended
31 March 2016 and notes performance
exceeded the forecast prepared at the
time of listing on the NZX and set out in the
IPO Prospectus. Reported profit was 127%
ahead of the IPO forecast at $24.0 million.
During the period the first “Aria Villages”
acquisition was confirmed for $61.7 million
as part of their strategy to increase their
presence in premium Auckland locations.
Chairman Peter Wilson said looking ahead
“we expect the business to continue to
perform strongly with a high degree of
resilience in our earnings.”
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Decline in Market Capitalisation
Pacific Edge underwent the largest decline
season starting late this year, product
outside of the Top Three companies on
newness and careful management of
thePerformance
Deloitte South of
Island
Index South
as its Island Index
promotional
activity50
have
resulted
in a
Deloitte
vs S&P/NZX
Capital
Index
market capitalisation decreased by $45.2
better than expected gross margin. This
3.00 (17.9%) to $207.1 million. During
million
combined with continued realisation of
June2.75
2016 Pacific Edge released its financial
cost efficiencies has contributed to an
year ended 31 March 2016 results and
improved FY2016 outcome.”
2.50
reported a larger total comprehensive loss
2.25
for the
year of $15.45 million. Chairman
Scales Corporation market capitalisation
2.00
Chris
Swann notes sustained “investment
has dropped by $21.0 million (4.8%) in
into1.75
people, product development,
the quarter ended June 2016. It was
market expansion, and protection of our
announced on 15 March 2016 to the NZX
1.50
intellectual property were the main drivers
that China Resources Ng Fung, a Chinese
1.25 our $15.45 million loss”.
behind
state-owned food enterprise, acquired
21.5 million shares in Scales Corporation
1.00
Kathmandu
Holdings’ market capitalisation
equating to 15.38% at $2.60 per share.
0.75
dropped by $24.1 million (7.3%) in the
0.50
quarter
ended June
2016. In
30 Jun
31Kathmandu’s
Dec
31 Mar
30 Jun
30 Sep
31 Dec
31 Mar
30 Sep
2014
2014Xavier 2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2014
30 June
media announcement
Simonet (CEO) said “despite the winter
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

Scott Technology achieved positive
results in the quarter to 30 June 2016,
growing $65.0 million (84.5%) in market
capitalisation on the back of its share price
increasing by $0.21 to $1.90 per share.
In April, Scott technology announced
its half year results to 29 February
2016 with a surplus before tax of $2.8
million, an increase of 75% on the $1.6
million recorded for the first half of the
2015 financial year. The half year to 29
February 2016 includes a full six months
result for Machinery Automation and
Robotics Pty Ltd which was brought
into the group in January 2015. In April
2016, Scott announced that it is in final
negotiations to purchase the business
assets of a German engineering company
that operates within Scott’s appliance
manufacturing industry sector. This
acquisition will continue to expand its
presence in the European market.

Decline in Market Capitalisation

Deloitte SI Index

30 Jun
2016

S&P/NZX 50 Capital Index

Skyline
Enterprises’
gain
the
quarter
Performance
of Deloitte South Island
Index for
vs Major
Indices
sees it hold its position on the South
Island Index ranking as the fourth
largest company in terms of market
capitalisation.
3.00

Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

Outside the Top Three Companies,
the company with the largest gain was
Skyline Enterprises which grew its market
capitalisation by $183.9 million (31.6 %).
Skyline Enterprises’ gain for the quarter
sees it hold its position on the South
Island Index ranking as the fourth largest
company in terms of market capitalisation.
This is the 18th consecutive quarterly gain
that the company has achieved.
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Sector Movements
Year to 30 June 2016
The past year to 30 June 2016 has been a
solid year with all but one sector achieving
growth and only the Retail sector declining.
This is a significant improvement compared
with the year to June 2015 when only
the Energy & Mining and Other sectors
attained an increase.
The Manufacturing & Distribution sector
was the best performer for the twelve
months to 30 June 2016, growing an
excellent 54.2%, led by Scott Technology
(up 141.4%) and EBOS Group (up 60.3%).
A significant part of Scott Technology’s
growth came from the issuance of new
shares as it welcomed JBS Australia Pty Ltd
as a significant shareholder. The additional
capital will be used to repay debt as well as
being available to accelerate and support
the strategic plans for the company. Energy
Mad grew 9.3% over the twelve month
period, as it regained and overtook the
decline in the first half of the period. The
other company in the sector, Skellerup
Holdings, was the only one in the sector
that experienced a decline, dropping 3.1%.

The Manufacturing &
Distribution sector was
the best performer for
the twelve months to
30 June 2016, growing
an excellent 54.2%, led
by Scott Technology (up
141.4%) and EBOS Group
(up 60.3%).
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The Primary sector also had a good twelve
months with six of the eight companies
attaining growth, resulting in the sector
increasing 31.9% for the year to 30
June 2016. In percentage terms the top
performers of the sector were Silver Fern
Farms (up 142.3%) and Scales Corporation
(up 72.7%). New entrant Marlborough
Wine Estates Group made a showing with
its share price climbing 44.8% after its
listing, while fellow wine producer Foley
Family Wines grew 18.6% over the twelve
month period. SeaDragon and Synlait Milk
achieved similar growth, increasing 36.3%
and 36.1% respectively. The two companies
in the sector to decline were Blue Sky
Meats (down 27.5%) and PGG Wrightson
(down 9.8%).
The Other sector almost achieved the
perfect result with all except one company
growing over the twelve month period to
30 June 2016, resulting in an overall growth
for the sector of 29.9%. The result was
led by Moa Group (up 114.2%) and Skyline
Enterprises (up 73.1%). Moa Group’s results
are encouraging as the company’s market
capitalisation climbs back up towards its
peak in early 2013 from its low point twelve
months ago. The other companies in the
sector that grew were Heartland Bank (up
2.3%), SLI Systems (up 0.6%) and South Port
New Zealand (up 0.4%). Connexionz was
unchanged over the period.
The Energy & Mining sector had a mixed
bag of results as only half of the companies
in the sector grew. With Meridian Energy
being the significant player in the sector
its performance drove the sector to grow
by 22.0%. However, without the Top Three
company the sector still grew by 36.8%

as Chatham Rock Phosphate grew 175%
and outweighed the declines of Windflow
Technology (down 47.1%) and Aorere
Resources (down 30.0%).
The Property sector had a solid year to
30 June 2016 as it grew by 20.0% as both
retirement and healthcare providers had
pleasing results. Arvida Group grew by
64.7% over the previous twelve months as
it increased its market capitalisation every
quarter. Meanwhile Ryman Healthcare
grew by 17.8% as its share price increased
by $1.41 to $9.33 per share over the year to
30 June 2016.
The Biotechnology sector achieved the
perfect result over the twelve month
period to 30 June 2016 with all three
companies increasing their market
capitalisation, resulting in overall growth
of 13.6%. The sector’s result was led by
BLIS Technologies with 58.4% growth
as the company announced in April
increased trading revenues for the full
year to 31 March 2016 of $5.6m, up by
123% compared with the corresponding
period the year prior. Pacific Edge also had
a good twelve months growing 8.3% on
the back of announcing new commercial
agreements for their expanding product
range during the year. The other company
in the sector, PharmaZen, grew 10.0%
over the period during which the company
stated in its annual report for the year
ended 31 December 2015 that, “while the
global economy remained relatively flat
throughout 2015, the core business of
PharmaZen underwent steady growth with
the company’s flagship product StimuCal™
again being the stand out performer.”
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The only sector to experience a decline
was the Retail sector, dropping 10.7% in the
twelve months to 30 June 2016. The result
was largely due to the poor performance
of Kathmandu Holdings decreasing 12.6%
over the period. The other company in the
sector, Smiths City Group, overcame the
many challenges facing the Retail sector to
grow 13.8% to take the company’s market
capitalisation to its highest point since the
December 2013 quarter.

The Manufacturing and Distribution
sector was pulled down by EBOS Group
result of a $127.1 million (4.9%) reduction
in market capitalisation. Skellerup
Holdings further contributed to the
reduction with a $3.9 million (1.6%) fall in
the 30 June 2016 quarter. The other two
companies in the sector posted market
capitalisation gains; Energy Mad up $0.4
million (9.3%) and Scott Technology with
a sizable increase of $65 million (84.5%).

Quarter to 30 June 2016
Only four of the seven sectors posted
positive market capitalisation movements
for the 30 June 2016 quarter, with the
greatest being Property at 12.4%. The
greatest downwards movement in market
capitalisation came from Biotechnology
(12.6%) followed by Retail (5.8%).
A key movement in the quarter to 30 June
2016 was the drop in the Biotechnology
sector (12.6%) with Pacific Edge dropping
17.9% slightly offset by BLIS Technologies
gain of $7.9 million (27.5%).

The Energy and Mining sector had a
positive increase in market capitalisation
for the quarter ended 30 June 2016.
Meridian Energy had the highest dollar
increase in market capitalisation for the
sector of $38.4 million (0.6%) followed
by Chatham Rock Phosphate on $2.0
million (57.1%). Chatham Rock Phosphate
noted in their June 2016 quarterly update
that sufficient capital has been raised to
continue their progress on various projects
for the next 15 months. Chris Castles,
Chief Executive notes that Chatham
continues to work with Antipodes Gold
to complete the takeover offer to enable
a listing on the Toronto Stock Exchange,
hopefully in September 2016. In third
place with a modest increase of $0.1
million (7.7%) was Aorere Resources.
Windflow Technology pulled down the
sectors results slightly with a $0.1 million
(10%) decrease in market capitalisation.

BLIS Technologies released their financial
results for the year ended 31 March 2016
in May 2016 and noted that there were
significant costs incurred to ensure the
company’s growth targets were meet. CEO
Brian Watson said “We expect to report
a net surplus for the year to 31 March
2017”. The other company in the sector
PharmaZen’s gain of $0.8 million (10%)
helped pull up the sectors performance.
The second largest decrease in percentage
terms of the sectors was Retail. Kathmandu
was the main contributor with a $24.1
million (7.3%) decrease in market
capitalisation, while Smiths City Group
pulled up the sector performance with an
increase of $3.2 million (11.7%) in market
capitalisation. In June 2016 Smiths City
Group announced its results for the year
ended 31 March 2016. It was noted that
the reduction of debt and a further push
into new North Island locations have
contributed to its strong result. Craig Boyce
says “significant change has occurred
throughout the company, including
eliminating loss-making parts of the
business such as the appliance retail stores
and exiting non-core business activity such
as the Alectra appliance service operation”.
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Similar to the Energy and Mining
sector, the Primary sector companies
experienced collective growth. New
entrant Marlborough Wine Estate Group
topped the sector with a spectacular
$26.3 million (44.8%) increase. James Jia,
Executive Chairman said “becoming a listed
company is an exciting next step in the
development of Marlborough Wine Estate
Group. The strong governance framework,
transparency requirements and public
company disciplines are also seen as being
a very important part of building trust
and credibility in the Chinese market. We
believe that our company will provide an
opportunity for prospective investors to be
part of a successful New Zealand domiciled
but internationally focused wine company.”

Fellow wine producer Foley Family Wines
finished with a solid 14.4% increase in
market capitalisation. PGG Wrightson was
another Primary sector company who
performed strongly finishing $11.4 million
(3.8%) higher this quarter. Silver Fern
Farms and Scales Corporation pulled the
sector down in the quarter, both reporting
declines in market capitalisation of 2.0%
and 4.8% respectively.
On the positive side of the Deloitte South
Island Index, the Other sector had a good
quarter, gaining 11.2% on the back of solid
performances from Skyline Enterprises
and South Port New Zealand growing by
31.6% and 1.1% respectively. Moa Group
also grew during the quarter, increasing
$0.1 million (0.3%). Connexionz finished at
the same level as the previous quarter with
no movement in market capitalisation. Two
of the companies in the sector underwent
declines, with SLI Systems dropping
$19.4 million (27.3%) and Heartland Bank
decreasing $11.1 million (1.9%). During the
quarter SLI Systems announced the loss
of three major customers and its interim
financial results for the six months to 31
December 2015, with the company’s half

The Energy and Mining
sector had a positive
increase in market
capitalisation for the
quarter ended 30 June
2016. Meridian Energy had
the highest dollar increase
in market capitalisation
for the sector of $38.4
million (0.6%) followed by
Chatham Rock Phosphate
on $2.0 million (57.1%).
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year operating revenue increasing 26%
The Property sector had the largest
for the same period the prior year. Chris
increase of $551.0 million (12.4%). Ryman
Brennan, CEO advised “while we have
Healthcare as mentioned previously had
lost these three customers, we still have
a stellar quarter with a $490.0 million
approximately 600 customers and over
(11.7%) increase. Arvida Group added to the
100,000 potential ecommerce companies
sector’s positive result increasing by $61.0
to target. We’re confident the recent
million (23.0%) following the release of their
changes we’ve made will restore growth in
31 March 2016 financial results.
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Manufacturing & Distribution

4

$2,865.0

15.7%

$1,858.2

$1,006.8

54.2%

$2,930.6

$(65.6)

(2.2)%

Primary

8

$1,530.3

8.4%

$1,160.4

$369.9

31.9%

$1,486.1

$44.2

3.0%

Property

2

$4,991.0

27.3%

$4,157.9

$833.1

20.0%

$4,440.0

$551.0

12.4%

Retail

2

$338.9

1.9%

$379.5

$(40.6)

(10.7)%

$359.8

$(20.9)

(5.8)%

Other

6

$1,533.6

8.4%

$1,180.8

$352.8

29.9%

$1,378.8

$154.8

11.2%

TOTAL

29

$18,272.6

100.0%

$14,500.9

$3,771.7

26.0%

$17,605.2

$667.4

3.8%
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Quarterly Comparison of the Deloitte
South Island Index and the S&P/NZX 50
Capital Index
After a positive first quarter this calendar
year, the Deloitte South Island Index
underwent the normal winter downturn
but still managed to gain in the second
quarter of 2016, growing $667.4 million
(3.8%). The Index increased in both April
and May, with a slight decline in June.
In comparison, the S&P/NZX 50 Capital
Index achieved a small gain of 1.5%.
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The Index’s increase of 3.8% for the quarter
was the superior result outperforming the
other indices tracked. The closest competitor
was the ASX All Ords gaining 3.1% for the
quarter in the lead up to the Australian
elections. The other two indices grew by
similar percentages with the S&P/NZX 50
Capital Index achieving a gain of 1.5%, while
the Dow Jones increased by 1.4%.
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Comparison of Deloitte South Island
Index and Other Indices
The Deloitte South Island Index’s
performance over the most recent quarter
mirrored the overall trend from the past
year (with the exception of the December
2015 quarter) with a solid quarterly gain in a
challenging environment.
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After a positive first quarter this calendar year, the Deloitte South Island Index
underwent the normal winter downturn but still managed to gain in the second
quarter of 2016, growing $667.4 million (3.8%).
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Performance of Deloitte South Island Index
Top 3 vs S&P/NZX 10 Capital Index
1.35
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

Over the quarter to 30 June 2016 the top
three companies of the Index gained a
solid 3.0% compared to the S&P/NZX 10
Capital Index’s increase of 3.1% for the
quarter. This is the first time since March
2013 that the S&P/NZX 10 Capital Index
has outperformed the Deloitte South
Island Index’s Top Three companies. Over
the last twelve months the Top Three
companies significantly outperformed
their associates on the S&P/NZX 10
Capital Index gaining an exceptional
25.8% for the year to 30 June 2016
compared to the S&P/NZX 10 Capital
Index’s substantial gain of 18.0%.
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The Deloitte South Island Index has
enjoyed a period of substantial growth
for a number of years, with growth rates
outperforming other comparable indices a
trend which continued over the last twelve
months. We are able to clearly understand
what has happened in the past but as
always the mystery lies in the question
‘what will happen next’?
Normally when gazing in to the crystal ball
the future is foggy, this year is no exception
and seems even murkier than usual. There
are a number of potential events that will
likely have an impact on the companies
in the Index, as well as the New Zealand
economy as a whole.
Politically, there are a number of
significant global events that are due
to occur in the next twelve months and
others that have recently occurred but
have yet to settle as instability remains
a key feature of those markets.

Firstly there was the shock result of the
British referendum, with the slim majority
of voters opting for the United Kingdom to
leave the European Union (EU), the action
commonly known as ‘Brexit’. The results left
some stunned and a number in positions
of uncertainty. With sitting Prime Minister
David Cameron supporting the British
inclusion in the EU, he decided that his
position was untenable and subsequently
announced his resignation from office. On
the ‘pro-leave’ side both major political
aspirants, Boris Johnson and Nigel Farage,
have decided that they are not the
politicians to lead Britain out of the EU, with
a new Prime Minister, Theresa May, now
taking the helm. This political instability
may also lead to Northern Ireland and
Scotland assessing their status within the
United Kingdom as their respective voters
supported remaining in the EU.
The potential impact on New Zealand
businesses will be seen within the next
twelve months as the New Zealand

government positions itself to sign a free
trade deal with the United Kingdom. The
negotiated deal may improve on conditions
that were included in the EU free trade
deal due to various particularities of the
EU nations. An example of this could be
the subsidies and protections granted to
French farmers which no longer would
impact on a free trade deal direct with the
United Kingdom. At the same time New
Zealand businesses will continue to enjoy
the existing deals with the EU.
The second major event will occur in
November 2016 as voting takes place for
the President of the United States (US).
With the Democrat nominee Hilary Clinton
vying to be the first female President of
the US, contesting against the Republican
nominee and property mogul Donald
Trump. The impact that either of these
nominees will have on New Zealand
businesses is likely to be significant
given the standing of the United States
in the world economy. Both Clinton and
18
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Trump have denounced the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement (TPPA) and stated
that they would not ratify the agreement.
This could result in the free trade
agreement being discarded as it requires
the US to ratify it for it to come into
effect, however whether or not this
actually happens will be influenced by
a number of other forces. The impact
that either candidate will have on the
US economy is largely a mystery, with
Trump’s ideas and policies being seen by
some as unsound, and sceptics of Hillary
viewing her as an unknown quantity
with several policies being targeted at
the popular mood at the time to gain
election rather than what might be best
for the US. It will be very interesting as
an outside spectator to see how the US
election and its aftermath develops.

companies with operations overseas. The
political situations have already caused
volatility in foreign exchange markets,
in the case of Brexit, or are likely to be
catalysts for future volatility.
Locally, there have been several positive
trends including the Tourism sector
becoming the new ‘gold rush’ as tourism
numbers increased significantly with the
potential for substantial financial spinoff
for supporting sectors. This is particularly
true in the South Island with additional
infrastructure being called for in hot spots
like Queenstown, Lake Tekapo and Akaroa
to cater for the increasing demand. The
Christchurch rebuild has also entered a
new phase as the new local and central
government agencies begin to establish
their roles providing local businesses with
certainty of the government’s commitment
to the region.

On a smaller scale, but closer to home
Australia recently held their elections
resulting in no clear majority for either
major party demonstrating that our
neighbours are also in a bit of political
flux. This, and the continuous changing
of leadership in recent years, results in
uncertainty in the Australian business
environment, which is reflected in the
downturn of the ASX All Ords over the past
twelve months.

Overall, due to continuing uncertainties in
the global financial markets, mainly caused
by political instability, it is hard to predict
where the global markets will go and how
they will impact on the companies in the
Deloitte South Island Index. The graph on
page 18 shows the forecasts for the Index
based on the three, six and twelve month
trends over the past year.

The instability of the political environments
in some of our major trading partners will
have an impact on South Island businesses,
especially exporters, importers and

Although a lot of the above casts a
shadow of gloom on the outlook of future
prospects, South Island firms have proven
in the past that they have been able to beat
the odds and achieve positive results in a
volatile global economy.

Locally, there have been several positive trends
including the Tourism sector becoming the
new ‘gold rush’ as tourism numbers increased
significantly with the potential for substantial
financial spinoff for supporting sectors.
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Deloitte South Island
Index – June 2016
Of the 29 companies currently listed on the Deloitte South Island Index, 17 (59%) experienced a rise in market capitalisation during the
quarter to 30 June 2016, 9 declined and three remained unchanged. Over the 12 months to 30 June 2016, 22 (76%) of the companies grew,
6 declined and one remained at its 30 June 2015 level.
The full Deloitte South Island Index for the year and quarter ended 30 June 2016, ranked by market capitalisation, is set out in the table below.
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Jun
Jun
Ticker
2016 2015
Rank Rank

Company

Sector

Change
in Mcap
($m) in
Year

Change
in Mcap
(%) in
Year

Mcap
Mar
2016
($m)

Change
in Mcap
(%) in
Quarter

Change
in Mcap
(%) in
Quarter

1

1

MEL

Meridian Energy

Energy & Mining

$6,753.5

$2.64

$5,536.1

$1,217.4

22.0%

$6,715.1

$38.4

0.6%

2

2

RYM

Ryman Healthcare

Property

$4,665.0

$9.33

$3,960.0

$705.0

17.8%

$4,175.0

$490.0

11.7%

3

3

EBO

EBOS Group

$2,475.5

$16.36

$1,544.5

$931.0

60.3%

$2,602.6

$(127.1)

(4.9)%

4

5

SKYLINE

Skyline Enterprises

Other

$766.1

$22.50

$442.6

$323.5

73.1%

$582.2

$183.9

31.6%

5

4

HBL

Heartland Bank

Other

$562.2

$1.18

$549.8

$12.4

2.3%

$573.3

$(11.1)

(1.9)%

6

6

SML

Synlait Milk

Primary

$480.0

$3.28

$352.7

$127.3

36.1%

$461.0

$19.0

4.1%

7

10

SCL

Scales Corporation

Primary

$415.1

$2.97

$240.4

$174.7

72.7%

$436.1

$(21.0)

(4.8)%

8

11

ARV

Arvida Group

Property

$326.0

$1.17

$197.9

$128.1

64.7%

$265.0

$61.0

23.0%

9

8

PGW

PGG Wrightson

Primary

$313.3

$0.42

$347.2

$(33.9)

(9.8)%

$301.9

$11.4

3.8%

10

7

KMD

Kathmandu Holdings

Retail

$308.3

$1.53

$352.6

$(44.3)

(12.6)%

$332.4

$(24.1)

(7.3)%

11

9

SKL

Skellerup Holdings

$242.9

$1.26

$250.6

$(7.7)

(3.1)%

$246.8

$(3.9)

(1.6)%

12

12

PEB

Pacific Edge

$207.1

$0.55

$191.2

$15.9

8.3%

$252.3

$(45.2)

(17.9)%

13

15

SCT

Scott Technology

$141.9

$1.90

$58.8

$83.1

141.3%

$76.9

$65.0

84.5%

14

13

SPN

South Port New Zealand

Other

$120.7

$4.60

$120.2

$0.5

0.4%

$119.4

$1.3

1.1%

15

18

SFF

Silver Fern Farms

Primary

$97.4

$0.97

$40.2

$57.2

142.3%

$99.4

$(2.0)

(2.0)%

16

16

MWE

Primary

$85.0

$0.29

$58.7

$26.3

44.8%

$58.7

$26.3

44.8%

17

14

FFW

Foley Family Wines

Primary

$83.6

$1.60

$70.5

$13.1

18.6%

$73.1

$10.5

14.4%

18

17

SLI

SLI Systems

Other

$51.7

$0.83

$51.4

$0.3

0.6%

$71.1

$(19.4)

(27.3)%

19

19

SEA

SeaDragon

Primary

$40.9

$0.01

$30.0

$10.9

36.3%

$40.9

$0.0

0.0%

20

21

BLT

BLIS Technologies

Biotechnology

$36.6

$0.03

$23.1

$13.5

58.4%

$28.7

$7.9

27.5%

21

20

SCY

Smiths City Group

Retail

$30.6

$0.58

$26.9

$3.7

13.8%

$27.4

$3.2

11.7%

22

23

MOA

Moa Group

Other

$30.2

$0.64

$14.1

$16.1

114.2%

$30.1

$0.1

0.3%

23

22

BLUESKY

Blue Sky Meats

Primary

$15.0

$1.30

$20.7

$(5.7)

(27.5)%

$15.0

$0.0

0.0%

24

24

PAZ

Pharmazen

Biotechnology

$8.8

$0.06

$8.0

$0.8

10.0%

$8.0

$0.8

10.0%

25

27

CRP

Energy & Mining

$5.5

$0.01

$2.0

$3.5

175.0%

$3.5

$2.0

57.1%

26

25

MAD

Energy Mad

$4.7

$0.06

$4.3

$0.4

9.3%

$4.3

$0.4

9.3%

27

26

CNX

Connexionz

Other

$2.7

$0.05

$2.7

$0.0

0.0%

$2.7

$0.0

0.0%

28

28

AOR

Aorere Resources

Energy & Mining

$1.4

$0.00

$2.0

$(0.6)

(30.0)%

$1.3

$0.1

7.7%

29

29

WTL

Windflow Technology

Energy & Mining

$0.9

$0.02

$1.7

$(0.8)

(47.1)%

$1.0

$(0.1)

(10.0)%

29

29

$14,500.9

$3,771.7

26.0%

$17,605.2

$667.4

3.8%

Marlborough Wine
Estates Group

Chatham Rock
Phosphate

TOTAL

Manufacturing &
Distribution

Manufacturing &
Distribution
Biotechnology
Manufacturing &
Distribution

Manufacturing &
Distribution

Mcap
Jun 2016
($m)

$18,272.6

Share
Mcap
Price Jun 2015
30 Jun
($m)
2016

Compilation of the Deloitte South Island Index

The Deloitte South Island Index | 34th Edition

The Deloitte South Island Index (‘the Index’) is compiled from information provided by the NZX, and Unlisted on the market capitalisation
of each South-Island based listed company. Broadly, a company is included in the Index where its registered office is in the South Island
and/or a substantial portion of its operations are focused in the South Island. The information on South Island listed companies is
extracted and totalled to provide a cumulative market capitalisation for all South Island listed companies.
The base period of the Deloitte South Island Index is 31 December 2006 and for the purposes of the Index this data is given a notional
value of one. All subsequent quarterly cumulative market capitalisation totals are divided by the totals for the December 2006 quarter
to obtain a relative movement. Market capitalisation will move as a result of capital injections, payments of dividends and capital returns.
If a new South Island based company lists on the NZX or Unlisted they will be reflected in the Index as though they were present in the
base period. Accordingly, the Index will only reflect changes in market capitalisation subsequent to listing. If a company is suspended
or delisted during a quarter, no data will be included for the company, including any historical data, until the company is re-listed or the
suspension lifted.
For the purposes of the sector analysis some sector segments have been grouped to provide a more meaningful analysis.
Information
Deloitte Corporate Finance is the firm’s specialist corporate finance practice. For information regarding the Deloitte South Island Index or
any of the services that we offer please contact any of our South Island based team below:

Christchurch
Scott McClay
Partner | Corporate Finance
+64 (03) 363 3834
smcclay@deloitte.co.nz

Rob McDonald
Director | Corporate Finance
+64 (0) 3 363 3836
robmcdonald@deloitte.co.nz

Richard Bailey
Director | Corporate Finance
+64 (0) 3 363 3828
richardbailey@deloitte.co.nz

Don MacKenzie
Partner | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 363 3819
donmackenzie@deloitte.co.nz

Shari Carter
Partner | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 363 3849
sharicarter@deloitte.co.nz

Mike Hoshek
Partner | Audit
Direct : +64 (03) 363 3744
mhoshek@deloitte.co.nz

Steve Law
Partner | Consulting
Direct : +64 (03) 363 3872
stelaw@deloitte.co.nz
Dunedin

Queenstown

Mike Hawken
Partner | Audit
Direct : +64 (03) 474 8684
mhawken@deloitte.co.nz

Kyle Cameron
Partner | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 474 8674
kycameron@deloitte.co.nz

Mike Horne
Partner | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 474 8647
mhorne@deloitte.co.nz

Phil Stevenson
Partner | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 474 8665
pstevenson@deloitte.co.nz

Christchurch
151 Cambridge Terrance,
Christchurch 8013
PO Box 248, Christchurch 8140
New Zealand
Tel: +64 (0) 3 379 7010
Fax: +64 (0) 3 366 6539
www.deloitte.co.nz

Dunedin
Otago House, 481 Moray Place,
Dunedin 9016
PO Box 1245, Dunedin 9054
New Zealand
Tel: +64 (0) 3 474 8630
Fax: +64 (0) 3 474 8650
www.deloitte.co.nz

Daniel Hellyer
Director | Tax & Private
Direct : +64 (03) 901 0573
dhellyer@deloitte.co.nz

Queenstown
Level 2, 13 Camp Street
PO Box 794,
Queenstown 9348
New Zealand
Tel: +64 (0) 3 901 0570
Fax: +64 (0) 3 901 0571
www.deloitte.co.nz
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private
company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”), its network of member firms, and their
related entities. DTTL and each of its member firms are legally separate and
independent entities. DTTL (also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) does not provide
services to clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a more detailed
description of DTTL and its member firms.
Deloitte provides audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk management, tax
and related services to public and private clients spanning multiple industries.
Deloitte serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies through a globally
connected network of member firms in more than 150 countries bringing worldclass capabilities, insights, and high-quality service to address clients’ most complex
business challenges. To learn more about how Deloitte’s approximately 225,000
professionals make an impact that matters, please connect with us on Facebook,
LinkedIn, or Twitter.
Deloitte New Zealand brings together more than 1000 specialist professionals
providing audit, tax, technology and systems, strategy and performance
improvement, risk management, corporate finance, business recovery, forensic
and accounting services. Our people are based in Auckland, Hamilton, Rotorua,
Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, serving clients that range from New
Zealand’s largest companies and public sector organisations to smaller businesses
with ambition to grow. For more information about Deloitte in New Zealand, look to
our website www.deloitte.co.nz.
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